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Big Value Depot- New Auction Service

There is a new auction alternative for sellers looking to list their items and not pay the high fees that they
have become accustom to at other well known auction sites.

March 28, 2009 - PRLog -- Calling all Internet Auction sellers. A new resource has been developed for
people interested in a new Auction site has been launched.
http://www.bigticketdepot.com/Aff/aw.aspx?A=51 contains information about every aspect of Auction
including specific information about New Auction Website Alternative to Ebay.

The website's Founding Member, Big Ticket Depot, explained why they felt it was needed. "The Internet is
great, but the fact that there is so much information out there, it's not always easy to find what you're
looking for when investigating Auction. This is why the website was created - to cater for people who didn't
have a lot of time to search through thousands of sites".

As there is so much information available online, it's not always easy to get to the bottom of a subject - and
Auction is no different.

Many websites are designed purely for the owner to make money without providing the user with much
value. Whilst this is great for the owner, it just means that the average visitor wastes more time searching
for something that should be accessible within a matter of clicks.

Even though the website is extremely comprehensive, unlike some of its direct competitors in the same area
- it is great alternative to paying high fees that you pay on most auction sites. The owner feels that you don't
have to charge people outrageous fees to deliver an excellent quality of auction listing services.

On average, visitors to the website stay for 12 minutes, which far exceeds most other websites, where
visitors just briefly visit a single page then leave. Many visitors also commented on how practical it was to
have all the necessary resources in one place without having to search around the Internet to discover what
they needed.

Please visit http://www.bigticketdepot.com/Aff/aw.aspx?A=51 to discover one of the Internet's new online
Auction resources.

# # #

Big Ticket Depot- Is a new auction site similiar to Ebay where you can list and sell items.
http://www.bigticketdepot.com/Aff/aw.aspx?A=51

--- End ---
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